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Abstract: A flexible calibration method based on a front-coated flat mirror is proposed for a laser light-sectioning
three-dimensional（3D）measurement system. Since the calibration target and its mirror image are spatially separated
and can be recorded in an image by a camera，the proposed method requires only a single composite image that
contains a non-planar checkerboard pattern，a laser strip projected on the target and their mirror images to complete
the calibration of the camera and the laser plane in one step. Levenberg-Marquardt（LM）algorithm is used to optimize
the system parameters，and the measurement accuracy and speed are improved to enable online 3D inspection. Static
and dynamic online 3D measurements are carried out on a cup and a triple stepped shaft，respectively，to validate the
proposed method. The shaft has two steps with the depth of（0.5±0.01）mm and（2±0.01）mm to be measured
online when the shaft is rotated and translated at the same time. The measurement results can be output at a frequency
of 7 to 11 readings per second with standard deviations of 0.040 mm and 0.051 mm. The experimental results verify
the effectiveness and flexibility of the proposed method.
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0 Introduction

Structured light projection profilometry is wide⁃
ly applied to three-dimensional（3D）measurements
in industry， specifically in online quality inspec⁃
tion［1-2］. According to the projected patterns，it can
be divided into four categories［3］：Point-structured，
line-structured，grating-structured，and coded-struc⁃
tured patterns. Among these methods， the line-
structured and grating-structured projections are the
two most commonly used methods due to their rela⁃
tive simplicity and ease of implementation［4-5］. The
grating-structured method （fringe projection pro⁃
filometry） usually employs a phase-shifting algo⁃
rithm to reconstruct the 3D shape，so it is difficult

to apply it to dynamic measurements［6-8］. In con⁃
trast， the light-structured （light-sectioning）［9-11］

method is more attractive because 3D measure⁃
ments can be achieved directly from a single image.
Furthermore，due to the advantages of adjustable la⁃
ser power，strong anti-interference，and simple eval⁃
uation equipment，the laser light-sectioning method
is more suitable for industrial applications.

There are two key technologies in the light-sec⁃
tioning 3D measurements：Laser strip center extrac⁃
tion and system calibration. Extracting the laser
strip center is an image processing technique and
can be implemented by many kinds of sub-pixel loca⁃
tion algorithms［12-14］. System calibration， including
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the camera parameters and the laser plane equation，
plays an important role in the translation of image
coordinates to world coordinates.

To a large extent，the calibration process of
the system strongly determines the 3D measure⁃
ment accuracy. According to different calibration tar⁃
gets，it can be divided into three-，two-，one- and
zero-dimensional （self-calibration） target methods
for camera calibration. The 3D target method takes
a 3D object of high-precision manufacturing as a cali⁃
bration object，and two-dimensional method usually
takes a checkerboard as a calibration target［15］. One-
dimensional target can adopt circle dots［16］ and other
methods to obtain system parameters. All the above
calibration methods need high-precision calibration
objects. To increase flexibility，Zhang［17］ proposed a
calibration method using no less than three images
of a planar target in free-form attitudes. For the la⁃
ser plane calculation，Huynh et al.［18］ adopted cross-
ratio invariance to generate more control points. Fur⁃
thermore，Zhou and Zhang［19］ combined the work of
Zhang and Huynh and developed a complete system
calibration method. Yu et al.［20］ proposed a plane-
constraint calibration method using a one-mirror gal⁃
vanometer element. These are all the continuation
work of Zhang’s calibration method，and the use of
the cross-ratio makes the algorithm rather complicat⁃
ed.

In order to simplify the calibration process or to
save cameras in large-scale measurements，flat mir⁃
rors have been introduced in recent years for the cali⁃
bration of 3D measurement systems［21-27］. Usually，a
flat chessboard and a flat mirror are adopted to cali⁃
brate the camera’s intrinsic and/or extrinsic parame⁃
ters［21，23］. Xu et al.［23］ calibrated a multi-camera sys⁃
tem using a flat mirror. The system has four camer⁃
as forming two stereo vision pairs，which have no
overlapping fields of view（FOV）. A plane mirror
was used to overlap the FOV of the two camera
pairs and the camera group parameters were calibrat⁃
ed with the aid of the plane chessboard. Sometimes
two mirrors were used for large-scale FOV or multi-
view measurement［24-26］. Genovese et al.［24］ calibrat⁃
ed a stereo vision system based on a active phase tar⁃
get and two planar mirrors，and achieved large scale

3D measurements using digital image correlation
（DIC）method. Yin et al.［25］ used two plane mirrors
with an angle of about 120° to obtain images of the
measured object simultaneously from three different
directions（i. e.，by a real camera and two virtual
cameras），and the panoramic 3D shape of the object
was achieved. Zhu et al.［26］ used two mutually per⁃
pendicular flat mirrors，forming a 45° dual-reflector
with respect to the object to be measured，to elimi⁃
nate the effect of rigid body displacement on strain
measurements. The plane mirror in Ref.［27］ is
somewhat unusual in that its feature points（a chess⁃
board grid）were lithographically printed to calibrate
the external parameters of the camera. By multiple
moves of the white paper on which the laser strip
was projected（as the strip is nearly straight），the
multiple composite images including the real and vir⁃
tual images of the strip were acquired，and the laser
plane equations were calibrated using the stereo vi⁃
sion method based on the obtained multiple compos⁃
ite images.

This paper presents a calibration method of a
laser light-sectioning system based on the assistance
of a front-coated flat mirror. Different from previous
methods，this method adopts a curved chessboard
pattern and only needs a single composite image in⁃
cluding the pattern，the laser strip and their mirror
images to calibrate the parameters of the measure⁃
ment system in one step. In addition，on the basis of
previous work，we improve the accuracy and speed
of laser stripe centerline inspection，and realize on⁃
line 3D measurement. Once the mirror is placed
near the calibration target with a laser strip projected
onto it，the camera can capture both the target，the
laser strip and their mirror images in a single image.
With analysis of the pin-hole imaging model，it can
be found that there are superfluous equations to com⁃
plete the system calibration. Through image pro⁃
cessing technology，all parameters of the laser light-
sectioning system can be obtained using the cap⁃
tured composite image. Compared with the existing
calibration methods，the proposed technique needs
only one image，so it seems simple and flexible.
Levenberg-Marquardt（LM）［28］ iteration algorithm
is used to optimize the system parameters. Mean⁃
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while， to accelerate the speed of measurement，
FOV is reduced to focus on the laser strip，avoiding
unnecessary search processes. Online static 3D mea⁃
surement has been carried out on a cup with a flower
on it，while online dynamic measurement is carried
out on a triple stepped shaft which has two steps
with the depth of （0.5±0.01） mm and （2±
0.01）mm. The shaft is driven to rotate and trans⁃
late at the same time，and the standard deviation of
the depth measurements are 0.040 mm and
0.051 mm. Since the least squares algorithm is used
for online measurement， the time-consuming of
each evaluation of the steps is somewhat unstable，
and the measurement results are output at a frequen⁃
cy of 7 to 11 readings per second. The experimental
results show that the proposed calibration method is
flexible，effective and robust.

1 Principle

1. 1 Laser light⁃sectioning system

A laser light-sectioning system is shown in
Fig.1. A CCD camera connected to a computer cap⁃
tures the target image. A laser beam is expanded by
a cylinder lens while another aspherical lens straight⁃
ens it into a vertical light plane，which is projected
onto the target surface and forms a light strip. A
front-coated plane mirror is placed near the target at
an appropriate angle，so that the target and its im ⁃
age are imaged simultaneously on the CCD camera.
At the same time，the spatial separation of the tar⁃
get and its mirror image is required in the captured
composite image. By projecting the laser plane onto
an arbitrary non-planar object with feature points on
it，the internal and external parameters of the cam⁃
era and the laser plane equation can then be calibrat⁃
ed based on a pin-hole imaging model.

1. 2 Calibration of system

In Fig.1，xw，yw，zw are the world coordinates
and x c，y c，z c the camera coordinates. For most cam⁃
eras，a pin-hole imaging mode can accurately de⁃
scribe the relationship between the image coordi⁃
nates and the world coordinates of a point on the sur⁃

face of the target as follows
sm= A[R T] M (1)

where s is the scale factor，and m=[ u v 1 ]T a col⁃
umn matrix of image coordinates of a point in pixel.
R and T are the rotation matrix and the translation
vector from the world coordinate system to the cam⁃
era coordinate system，respectively. Both R and T
are the external parameters of the camera. M =
[ xw yw zw 1 ]T is a column matrix of the world coor⁃
dinates of a point on the target. A is the camera in⁃
trinsic matrix，which can be expressed as

A=
é

ë

ê
ê
êê

ù

û

ú
ú
úú

fx α u0
0 fy v0
0 0 1

(2)

where fx= f/dx，fy= f/dy. f is the focal length and
dx，dy are the physical dimensions of a pixel in x and
y directions，respectively；α is the first-order distor⁃
tion coefficient of the camera；and u0，v0 are the im⁃
age coordinates of the principal point in pixel. Once
the parameters of the camera（internal and external）
and the laser plane equation are calibrated，the 3D
information of the measured object can be obtained
by Eq.（1）.

The intrinsic matrix can be obtained in advance
by using Zhang’s method［17］. The origin of the
world coordinates is set on the mirror，and let xw ax⁃
is be perpendicular to the mirror. A non-planar
checkerboard pattern is used as a calibration target，
and the world coordinates of a point P on it are de⁃
noted as M P=[ xw yw zw 1 ]T，while the world coor⁃

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of calibration of a laser light-sec⁃
tioning system
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dinates of its mirror image P ′ are denoted as M ′P=
[ x′w y ′w z′w 1 ]T. Therefore，we have xw =-x′w，
yw = y ′w，zw = z′w. The relationship between the im⁃
age physical coordinates and world coordinates can
be written as
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where x=( u- u0 ) /fx，y=( v- v0 ) /fy，x′=( u′-
u0 ) /fx，y′=( v′- v0 ) /fy. Multiplying the left side of
Eq.（3）by the inverse of R gives
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Here，assume
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(5)

From the two equations in Eq.（4），the follow⁃
ing two equations are established.

s1 ( p4 x+ p5 y+ p6 )= s2 ( p4 x′+ p5 y′+ p6 ) (6a)
s1 ( p7 x+ p8 y+ p9 )= s2 ( p7 x′+ p8 y′+ p9 ) (6b)
Eliminating the extraneous variables s1 and s2 in

Eqs.（6a，6b）yields the following equation
( yx′- xy′) ( p4 p8 - p5 p7 )+ (x′- x) ( p4 p9 -

p6 p7 )+( y′- y ) ( p5 p9 - p6 p8 )=
F ( nx,ny,nz )= 0 (7)

where n=[ nx ny nz ]T is a rotation vector corre⁃
sponding to the rotation matrix R，which has nine
parameters but only three variables are independent.
The relationship between n and R can be obtained
by Rodrigues transformation. Initially，n is set to be
n=[ 0 0 0 ]T. By minimizing the above function
with respect to the rotation vector iteratively using
LM algorithm，the rotation matrix R can be deter⁃
mined finally. Eq.（3b）can be transformed to the fol⁃
lowing equation
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. Combining

Eqs.（3a，8）yields the following substitution
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Initially，due to the component in z-axis is the
largest，t is normalized and set to be t=[ 0 0 1 ]T.
Based on the true distance l1 of two points and the
reconstructed distance l2，the translation vector is
obtained by T = l1/l2 × t，and all parameters in
Eq.（9）are obtained.

The laser plane depends on the 3D points on
the laser strip projected onto the calibration target.
The intrinsic parameters and distortion parameters
of the camera may be calibrated beforehand. Accord⁃
ing to Eq.（3）， the corresponding mirror image
points of the laser strip need to be evaluated. Since a
3D point on the calibration target is symmetrical to
its mirror image point about the plat mirror，the con⁃
nection lines of these couple points are parallel to
each other. After perspective imaging，all the con⁃
nection lines intersect at a point called a vanishing
point［21，27］. Therefore， the corresponding image
points can be determined based on the vanishing
point. Interpolation algorithms can be used to deter⁃
mine the sub-pixel location.

The general form of a spatial plane equation
can be written as axw + byw + czw + 1= 0. Sup⁃
pose that the world coordinates of an arbitrary point
on the laser strip is ( xwi，ywi，zwi )，i= 1，2，3，⋯，n，

as shown in Eq.（10）. Once n sets of 3D points on
the laser strip are obtained，the parameters in the la⁃
ser plane equation can be determined using the least
squares method. To optimize the least square solu⁃
tion，more points on the laser strip can be used.
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2 Measurement Results and Dis⁃
cussion

2. 1 System calibration

Fig.2 shows the experimental setup of the laser
light-sectioning system. The type of the camera is
Ueye CP-3370 with a resolution of 2 048 pixel×
2 048 pixel. The pixel pitch of the camera is 5.5 μm，

and a KOWA LM35SC lens is configured with a fo⁃
cal length of 35 mm. The laser model is MW-BL-

450/50 MW equipped with a cylinder and an aspheri⁃
cal lens to convert the laser beam into a vertical laser
plane. The power is adjustable from 0 to 50 mW，

and the wavelength is 450 nm（blue light）. A lead⁃
screw sliding table driven by a programmed CM40L
controller is used for subsequent online measure⁃
ment. The planar mirror is front coated to prevent
the secondary reflection during imaging.

Theoretically，any object with markers on it
can be used to calibrate the light-sectioning system.
In this paper，a 12×9 non-planar chessboard pat⁃
tern is adopted as a calibration target，of which the
size of a chess grid is 6.5 mm×6.5 mm，and is uti⁃
lized to estimate the coefficient of the translation
vector. The chessboard grid is designed and printed
by a computer，then curled randomly to obtain a
non-planar chessboard pattern.

Fig.3（a）shows the non-planar chessboard pat⁃
tern，the laser strip（free-form line），and their mir⁃
ror images acquired by the CCD camera. The left
part is real image while the right is the virtual one.
The laser strip and the chessboard grid should not
intersect in the composite image to avoid difficulties
in extracting the centerline of the laser strip. Fig.3（b）
shows the inner corner points and their mirror image

points marked with green dots，which can be used
as image features. They are symmetric to the mirror
plane，i.e.，point 1 corresponds to point 1'. The con⁃
necting lines between the point pairs are parallel to
each other and can be used to determine the vanish⁃
ing point.

The calibration results of CCD camera are
shown in Table 1. The blue free-form line in Fig.3（b）
is the laser strip used for calibrating the laser plane.
A gradient threshold approach is used to detect the
fringe edge，and a gravity center method is adopted
for its centerline determination. Sub-pixel position
of centerline can be located using an interpolation al⁃
gorithm. Based on the vanishing point determined，
the equation of the laser plane may be calibrated by
Eqs.（3，10）. The calibration results of the laser
plane are shown in Table 2.

Fig.2 Setup of a laser light-sectioning system

Fig.3 Calibration target and its mirror image

Table 1 Calibration results of camera

Parameter
Focal length
Principal point/

pixel
Distortion
coefficient

Rotation
matrix

Normalized
translation

Calibration result
fx: 6 363.91

u0:1 024.01

-0.001 8

0.627
0.063
-0.776

-0.477

-0.061
0.997
0.031

0.036

fy: 6 363.76

v0:1 024.00

0.776
0.028
0.629

1
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2. 2 Experimental results and discussion

To validate the proposed calibration method，
the 3D shape of a cup with a flower on its surface is
measured. The cup is placed on a lead screw sliding
table which is driven by a programmed CM40L con⁃
troller to translate at a speed of 1.8 mm/s. We keep
the laser stationary，and let the sliding table trans⁃
late in the direction perpendicular to the laser plane
so that the laser can scan the cup. The 3D point
clouds of each laser strip modulated by the cup
shape are extracted online，and then the cup shape
is reconstructed. The frame rate of the CCD camera
is set to be 10 f/s. Fig. 4 shows a self-assembled
leadscrew sliding table with a programmed CM40L
controller. The translation speed is adjustable from
0.01 mm /s to 8 mm/s. A rotator is also installed on
the sliding table to allow the measured object to ro⁃
tate while translating for subsequent online dynamic
measurements.

Fig.5 shows the target measured and the corre⁃
sponding modulated laser stripe. Fig.6 shows the
measurement results. The translation speed of the
cup directly affects the spatial resolution of the re⁃
constructed 3D shape. The slower the translation
speed is，the higher the spatial resolution of the mea⁃

surement results is. Of course，a faster extracting
speed of the 3D point cloud of the laser strips is re⁃
quired accordingly. This is a bit of challenging for
the software part of the measurement system. The
measurement results of the cup verify that the pro⁃
posed calibration method is effective for 3D evalua⁃
tion.

Table 2 Calibration results of laser plane

a
0.017 9

b
-0.000 3

c
0.004 4

Fig.4 Leadscrew sliding table with a programmed CM40L
controller

Fig.5 Target measured online using the proposed laser
light-sectioning system

Fig.6 Measurement results
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To verify the stability and online evaluation
speed of the system，a dynamic 3D measurement is
carried out on a triple stepped shaft. The shaft is as⁃
sembled on the sliding table，and is driven to rotate
and translate simultaneously. Fig. 7（a）shows a tri⁃
ple stepped shaft with two steps at depths of（0.5±
0.01）mm and（2±0.01）mm. Fig. 7（b） shows the
corresponding interrupted laser strip projected onto
the shaft，from which the 0.5 mm-step is faintly visi⁃
ble. Since the laser power used in the experiment is
relatively low，the lights need to be switched off
when acquiring the images in order to obtain a clear
laser stripe.

The shaft rotates at an angular velocity of 20 r/
min，while translating at a velocity of 2 mm/s. The
sliding table with the triple stepped shaft mounted is
placed on a horizontal laboratory table. The laser
plane is adjusted to be horizontal and coplanar with
the axis of the rotary shaft，and the translation direc⁃
tion of the sliding table is perpendicular to the opti⁃
cal axis of the laser as far as possible. According to
the above geometric arrangement，the spatial dis⁃
tance between the parallel laser strips can be ob⁃
tained by calculating the world coordinates of the la⁃
ser strip centerline. According to the spatial geome⁃
try，the distance is the step depth. Moreover，to ac⁃
celerate the speed of measurement，FOV is reduced
to focus on the laser strip when its world coordinates
are extracted.

Fig.8 shows a 3D plot of the laser strip recon⁃
structed. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of the online
measured depth over time for the 2 mm-step with a
standard deviation of 0.051 mm， while for the
0.5 mm-step，the standard deviation is 0.040 mm.
The fluctuation of the measurement results may re⁃
late partially to the micro-vibration caused by the ro⁃
tation and translation. Fig.10 is a screenshot show⁃
ing the output of the measurement results during the
online dynamic measurement. Three are three col⁃
umn data in the screenshot. The left column is the
online output of depth of the 0.5 mm-step，the mid⁃
dle column is that of the 2 mm-step and the right col⁃
umn shows the frequency of outputting the measure⁃
ment results. It can be seen from Fig.10 that the fre⁃
quency varies from 7 to 11，due to the use of least
square method that results in unstable time-consum⁃
ing of each evaluation of the step depth.

Fig.7 Target for online dynamic 3D measurement
Fig.8 3D plot of the laser strip reconstructed

Fig.9 Online dynamic measurement results of the 2 mm-

step over time

Fig.10 Screenshot of online dynamic measurement results
of the triple stepped shaft
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3 Conclusions

The system calibration is always an important
content in the field of optical 3D measurement. In
this paper，a flexible calibration method of the cam⁃
era and laser plane in a light-sectioning system
based on front-coated planar mirror-assisted imaging
is proposed. Since the calibration target and its mir⁃
ror image are spatially separated and can be cap⁃
tured in a singe image，the proposed method re⁃
quires only a composite image containing a non-pla⁃
nar checkerboard pattern，the laser strip projected
on the pattern，and their mirror images to complete
the calibration of the camera and laser plane in one
step. Compared with existing calibration approach⁃
es， the proposed method seems relatively simple
and flexible. To validate the proposed calibration
method，the profile of a cup with a flower on it is
measured online. In addition，dynamic 3D measure⁃
ment is carried out on a triple stepped shaft which
has two steps with the depth of（0.5±0.01）mm
and（2±0.01）mm. The shaft is scanned by a sta⁃
tionary laser plane when it rotates at an angular ve⁃
locity of 20 r/min and simultaneously translates at a
velocity of 2 mm/s. The online measurement re⁃
sults show that the standard deviation of the mea⁃
surements of the two steps are 0.040 mm and
0.051 mm，and the evaluation results can be output⁃
ted at a frequency of 7 to 11 readings per second.
The experimental results show that the proposed
calibration method is not only flexible but also effec⁃
tive and robust.

In short，the proposed technique can be used to
calibrate the laser light-sectioning system for indus⁃
trial online 3D inspection quickly and effectively.
We believe that with the development of calibration
technology，high-speed and high-precision 3D imag⁃
ing will have a great development space.
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用于在线三维测量的激光光切系统的灵活标定方法

康 新 1，2，孙 伟 3，尹卓异 4，刘 聪 2

（1.莆田学院机电与信息工程学院，莆田 351100，中国；2.南京理工大学理学院，南京 210094，中国；

3.南京航空航天大学航空学院，南京 210016，中国；4.东南大学土木工程学院，南京 210096，中国）

摘要：针对激光光切三维测量系统提出了一种基于前涂层平面镜的灵活标定方法。由于标定物和其镜像在空间

上是分离的，并且可以由摄像机记录在一幅图像中，因此该方法只需要一幅包含非平面棋盘格图案和投影在标

定物上的激光条及其镜像，就可以一步完成摄像机和激光平面的标定。采用 Levenberg⁃Marquardt（LM）算法对

系统参数进行优化，测量精度和速度得到提高，从而实现在线 3D检测。为了验证方法的有效性，分别对一个水

杯 和 一 个 三 阶 梯 轴 进 行 了 在 线 静 态 和 动 态 三 维 测 量 。 阶 梯 轴 有 两 个 深 度 分 别 为（0.5±0.01）mm 和（2±
0.01）mm的台阶，当轴同时旋转和平移时对两个台阶进行在线测量。测量结果可以以每秒 7到 11个读数的频率

同时输出，标准偏差分别为 0.040 mm和 0.051 mm。实验结果验证了本文方法的有效性和灵活性。

关键词：激光光切；系统标定；前涂层平面镜；在线三维测量；Levenberg⁃Marquardt算法
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